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Where is the world's 

water?
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Tap, Kaboompics, Creative Commons Zero; Samish Bay, Alan Belward; Eland drinking, Hans Hillewaert, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International; River Seine barge, Alan Belward; 

Water lilies Lake Comabbio, Alan Belward;  Jänschwalde power station, Ra Boe, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic; Jefferson Memorial, Alan Belward, 

Desalination plant, James Grellier, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported Stockholm Harbour, Alan Belward
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Disappearing lake (Lake 

Milh-Iraq)

New dam (Sudan)
Lake expansion in the 

Tibetan Plateau
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Global Surface Water Explorer (GSWE)

global-surface-water.appspot.com

Lake Gairdner, Australia Lake Manicougan, Canada Ob River, Russia

global-surface-water.appspot.com
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A virtual time machine that maps the 
location and temporal distribution of water 
surfaces at the global scale over the past 
3.7 decades, and provides statistics on 
their extent and change to support better 
informed water-management decision-
making.

Pixel based 
classifier

Each pixel of the 4,185,439 Landsat scenes was classified as water, land or non-

valid observation

A globally consistent and

validated dataset

documenting the different

facets of the water

dynamics and its

changes.

Global Surface Water Explorer
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https://global-surface-water.appspot.com/

DOI: 10.1038/nature20584

Data Access

Nature Publication All data are free and open access 

https://global-surface-water.appspot.com/
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- Occurrence 

- Occurrence Change Intensity 

- Seasonality 

- Recurrence

- Water Transition

- Max Water Extent

Full monthly water history

442 monthly, 37 yearly maps
https://global-surface-water.appspot.com/

Maps & Temporal Profiles

Thematic Products

https://global-surface-water.appspot.com/
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1. Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6.6.1 - tracks changes in water-

related ecosystems - Freshwater Ecosystems Explorer, www.sdg661.app)

2. Monitor reservoirs all around the world in terms of changes in their surface 

extent, and identification of new reservoirs;

3. Statistics about measurable changes in the extent of permanent and 

seasonal surface water bodies in cropland areas. “State of the world’s land 

and water resources for food and agriculture (SOLAW 2021)” - Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO) 

Some Applications

https://www.sdg661.app/
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By 2020, protect and restore 

water-related ecosystems, 

including mountains, forests, 

wetlands, rivers, aquifers and 

lakes 

Indicator 6.6.1 (Tier I Indicator) “Change in 

the extent of water-related ecosystems over 

time “

Freshwater Ecosystem Explorer 

(www.sdg661.app) 

Founding Partners: 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

European commission Joint research Centre (EC JRC)

Google Earth engine (GEE)

SDG 6.6.1

http://www.sdg661.app/
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www.sdg661.app

http://www.sdg661.app/
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- Dynamics of spatial extent of 

water in reservoir

- Yearly seasonality footprint of 

water stored in reservoir

- Water filling year

Miyun Reservoir in Beijing, China

Reservoirs’ Spatial Extent Dynamics
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www.fao.org/land-water/solaw2021/en

Changes in the extent of surface water bodies in 

cropland areas (FAO – SOLAW 2021)

We computed the change in permanent and seasonal surface water bodies extent on 

irrigated and rainfed cropland using GSWE historical data 

http://www.fao.org/land-water/solaw2021/en
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Conclusions

• GSWE supports applications including water resource management, 

climate modelling, biodiversity conservation and food security, and 

facilitates the exact quantification of the extent and dynamics of inland 

water bodies.

• The GSWE dataset was officially endorsed by the United Nations as the 

official indicator for monitoring progress towards SDG target 6.6 

(Ecosystems)
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jrc-surfacewater@ec.europa.eu

Contact us!


